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INTRODUCTION 
Concern over the aging of the global commercial aircraft fleet has stimulated 
renewed interest in the development of new methodologies and re-exploring old techniques 
for the nondestructive evaluation and characterization of metal fatigue. The purpose of the 
present work is to explore the potential of using bulk acoustic nonlinearity measurements in 
the determination of metal fatigue with particular emphasis on aluminum alloys (especially 
AI2024-T4). 
The most prominent microstructural changes associated with metal fatigue are 
identified with the generation of dislocations. The cyclic stressing during fatigue promotes 
the formation of dislocation dipoles and of more complex, multipole arrangements of 
dislocations, such as those found in the vein and persistent slip band (PSB) substructures 
of fatigued metals. It is appropriate then to consider the nonlinear interaction of acoustic 
waves with such dislocation configurations. We begin with an examination of the theory 
of Suzuki et al. [1] and of the experiments of Hikata et al. [2] (performed during the 
1960's) pertaining to acoustic harmonic generation from arrays of single dislocations 
(monopoles) in unfatigued material and discuss the limitations in applying their findings to 
the dislocation multipole configurations and substructures formed during the fatigue 
process. We introduce a new theory of the interaction of acoustic waves with dislocation 
dipoles and with dipole-array approximations to the vein and PSB substructures of fatigued 
metals and compare the results to experimental measurements of the acoustic nonlinearity 
parameter in aluminum alloy 2024-T4. 
DISLOCATIONS AND ACOUSTIC HARMONIC GENERATION 
A purely sinusoidal acoustic wave launched into a solid will distort as it propagates 
through the solid and generate harmonics of the fundamental waveform as the result of the 
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nonlinearity of the propagation medium. Previous studies have identified two primary 
sources of the nonlinearity. One source is the anhannonicity of the lattice itself and has 
been verified extensively in experiments on single crystals [3]. Another source is 
associated with the nonlinearity in the displacement (bowing) of a single dislocation 
between pinning points under an applied stress. The latter source of hannonic generation 
was predicted by Suzuki et al.[l] by including nonlinear terms in the Granato-Lucke theory 
[4, 5] of the interaction of an acoustic wave with pinned dislocations described by the 
Koehler string model [6]. The model of Suzuki et al.[l] predicts the second hannonic to be 
linearly dependent on the applied or residual stress in the solid and dependent on the 
dislocation loop length to the fourth power. Experimental verification of the linear 
dependence on applied stress is reported by Hikata et al. [2] in high-purity single crystal 
aluminium. However, their second hannonic generation experiments on aluminium alloys 
2S and lIS show no dependence within experimental error on applied tensile stresses up to 
1.6 MPa. They attribute these results to the much shorter loop lengths expected in 
aluminium alloys than in single crystals of high-purity aluminium. Thus, hannonic 
generation from individual dislocations (monopoles) or arrays of single dislocations is 
expected to be insensitive to the applied stress as long as the dislocations remain pinned. 
We have performed hannonic generation experiments on aluminum alloy 2024-T4 that 
are somewhat analogous to that performed by Hikata et al. on aluminum alloys 2S and 
lIS. However, rather than applying an increasing tensile load to the sample we increased 
the stress amplitude of the acoustic driving wave (fundamental wave) launched into the 
material. The experiments were performed on both unfatigued samples of A12024-T4 and 
samples fatigued for 10 kcycles in stress-controlled loading from zero to 276 MPa. Typical 
results are shown in Fig. 1 where we have plotted the measured acoustic nonlinearity 
parameter (a quantity that is linearly proportional to the amplitude of the generated second 
hannonic) as a function of the stress amplitude of the acoustic fundamental wave launched 
into the material (upper abscissa) and as a function of the average resolved acoustic shear 
stress along the slip planes of the material (lower abscissa). Details of the experimental set-
up, the definition of the nonlinearity parameter p, and method of measurement of p are 
reported elsewhere [7, 8] . 
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Fig. 1. Acoustic nonlinearity parameters of unfatigued and fatigued samples of 
aluminum alloy 2024-T4 plotted as a function of the stress amplitude of the acoustic 
driving wave (upper abscissa) and the resolved acoustic shear stress amplitude of the 
driving wave (lower abscissa). 
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The graph in Fig. 1 shows that the nonlinearity parameter ~ for aluminium 2024-T4 is 
relatively constant over a large stress amplitude range in both the fatigued and unfatigued 
sample and is thus similar to the results of Hikata et al.[2] for 2S and lIS alloys. The 
graph also shows that a substantial increase in ~, hence acoustic harmonic generation, 
occurs for the unfatigued sample in the longitudinal acoustic stress range 2.7 MPa to 2.9 
MPa. This is well above the maximum tensile stress (1.6 MPa) applied by Hikata et al. and 
corresponds to a resolved acoustic shear stress amplitude in the range 0.9 MPa to 1.0 MPa. 
The resolved shear stresses are a range typical of that required for dislocation breakaway 
from pinning sites [9]. The resulting increase in dislocation loop length following 
breakaway is a possible explanation for the dramatic increase in ~ with increased acoustic 
stress amplitude. 
The reduced stress amplitude in the fatigued sample, shown in Fig. 1, at which 
dislocation breakaway occurs could be the result of internal stresses produced at the sites of 
the dislocations during fatigue. The effect of internal stresses, whether tensile or 
compressive, would always be to lower the acoustic stress amplitude at which dislocation 
breakaway occurs, since acoustic waves are sinusoidal and would contribute the stress 
necessary for breakaway either during the compressive or tensile half of the acoustic wave 
cycle. To the extent that these assumptions are true, the difference in the internal shear 
stresses at the dislocation sites of the unfatigued and the fatigued sample of Fig. I is of the 
order of 0.3 MPa for the fatigued sample. 
Since the dislocation loop lengths are too small to obtain acoustic second harmonic 
signals from pinned dislocations at sufficiently low acoustic stress amplitudes, a question 
arises as to the origin of the increase in ~ in the fatigued sample at the lower acoustic stress 
amplitudes. The question can be answered by noting that cyclic loading in metal fatigue 
promotes the formation of dislocation dipoles as the result of the mutual trapping of 
dislocations moving to-and-fro in response to the cyclic stresses [10]. With increasing 
levels of fatigue the dominant dislocation structures formed consist not of arrays of isolated 
single dislocations (monopoles) but rather of complex arrangements of dislocation dipoles 
and multipoles. 
DISLOCATION SUBSTRUCTURES IN FATIGUED METALS 
Early stages of fatigue are characterized by a vein structure of dislocations that 
permeate the material and occupy a volume fraction of material typically in the range of 
20 - 50 percent. According to the model of Neumann [11], which is based on the Taylor-
Nabarro dislocation lattice [12, 13], the vein structure at zero stress is composed of finite 
arrays of dislocation multipoles. One such array consists of dislocation quadrupoles in a 
diamond-shaped arrangement as shown in Fig. 2. In this arrangement each interior 
Fig. 2. Finite section of Taylor-Nabarro dislocation lattice of vein structure (after 
Neumann [11]). 
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Fig. 3. Polarized Taylor-Nabarro lattice structure resulting from residual or applied stress 
(after Neumann [11]). 
dislocation has four dislocations of opposite sign as nearest neighbors and forms a dipole 
with each. 
The dislocation arrangement in the finite Taylor-Nabarro dislocation lattice polarizes 
under stress and begins to form dipole walls as shown in Fig. 3. Each dislocation away 
from the ends of a wall interacts with two nearest neighbor dislocations of opposite sign 
and forms a dipole with each. At a critical stress (decomposition stress) the configuration 
becomes unstable and transforms into the more stable wall structure of the persistent slip 
bands (PSBs) shown in Fig. 4. Among the stable configurations found by Neumann [10] 
are structures comprised of arrays of isolated dipoles (Fig. 4a) and structures comprised of 
ir.terpenetrating dipoles (Fig. 4b). 
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Fig. 4. Typical persistent slip band structures according to the Neumann model: (a) walls 
composed of single dipoles and (b) walls composed of interpenetrating dipoles (after 
Nuemann [11]). 
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ACOUSTIC NONLINEARITY PARAMETERS OF FATIGUED METALS 
It is clear that the basic building blocks of fatigue substructures (veins and PSBs) are 
dislocation dipoles and that a model of the interaction of acoustic waves with dipoles is 
essential to an understanding of the effect of fatigue on acoustic harmonic generation. We 
have recently developed a quasi-isotropic model of the interaction of an acoustic wave with 
dislocation dipoles and dipole-array approximations to multipole substructures [14] that 
lead to results that are quite different from that obtained by Suzuki et al.[1] for pinned 
dislocation monopoles. The model predicts a substantial acoustic second harmonic 
generation that is independent of applied stresses or loop length, but is strongly dependent 
on the particulars of the dislocation arrangements in the dislocation substructures. 
According to the present model, the acoustic nonlinearity parameter ~ of fatigued 
metals may be written as [14] 
~ = ~lat + fdip~dip + fT-N~T-N + fpT-N~pT-N (1) 
where fdip, fT-N, and fpT-N are the volume fractions of material consisting of dipoles of 
density A, Taylor-Nabarro dislocation lattice structure of density AT-N, and polarized 
Taylor-Nabarro dislocation lattice structure of density ApT-N, respectively. The term ~lat is 
the contribution from the anharmonicity of the crystal lattice given by 
(2) 
where A~ and A~ are, respectively, the second and third order Huang coefficients [15] of 
the material. The crystal lattice contribution has been measured extensively in experiments 
on unfatigued crystalline solids. The third-order Huang coefficient A~ has been found to 
be negative along the pure mode propagation directions in all single crystals so far 
measured [16] and is expected to be predominantly negative along other propagation 
directions for longitudinal modes. Hence, the contribution ~lat in the present quasi-
isotropic model is both expected to be positive. 
The factor ~dip is the dislocation dipole contribution to the nonlinearity parameter and 
is given as [14] 
where G is the shear modulus, b is Burgers vector, v is Poisson's ratio, g and R are 
conversion factors between longitudinal acoustic stresses and resolved shear acoustic 
(3) 
stresses along the slip planes of the solid, A is the dislocation density of dipoles, and h is 
the distance between slip planes of the dislocations in the dipole. The contributions to the 
nonlinearity parameter of the Taylor-Nabarro dislocation lattice structure ~-N and the 
polarized Taylor-Nabarro dislocation lattice structure ~pT-N are written, respectively, as 
[14] 
and 
(4) 
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where the subscripted A and h refer to values of the quantity for the Taylor-Nabarro and 
polarized Taylor-Nabarro structures, respectively. 
EXPERIMENTS 
Samples 
(5) 
Acoustic harmonic generation experiments using a 5 MHz fundamental driving source 
were performed on four samples of the aluminium alloy 2024-T4. One sample was 
measured in the virgin state. The remaining three samples were cut with a diamond saw 
from the gauge section of a standard specimen prepared according to ASTM designation 
E606-80. Each fatigued sample was 1.9 cm in diameter and 1.9 cm in length. The 
specimen from which the three samples were cut was fatigued in an MTS model 312.41 
load frame at a rate of 10 cycles per second for 10 kcycles under stress-controlled load 
from zero to 276 MPa (average stress = 138 MPa tensile). 
Experimental Results 
Details of the experimental arrangement, sample preparation, and method of 
measurement for the harmonic generation experiments are given elsewhere [7, 8]. 
Measurements of the acoustic nonlinearity parameters at low acoustic stress amplitudes in 
the four samples give approximate values of 5.5 for the unfatigued sample, 22.5 for the 
fatigued sample cut from the center of the gauge section of the fatigue specimen, and values 
of 9.5 and 13.5 for the samples cut from either side of the center of the gauge section. 
COMPARISON OF MODEL AND EXPERIMENTS 
If we assume (1) that the dislocation loop lengths are too small to obtain acoustic 
second harmonic signals from pinned dislocations at sufficiently low acoustic stress 
amplitudes and (2) that in the unfatigued sample the density of dislocation dipoles is too 
small to produce substantial second harmonic generation, then the value of ~ measured in 
the unfatigued sample at low acoustic stress amplitudes is predominantly that of the lattice 
contribution ~lat. According to the present model, the change in the nonlinearity parameter 
A~ = ~ - ~lat resulting from the fatigue process is then due to the formation of dislocation 
dipole substructures and can be calculated at low acoustic stress amplitudes from Eqs.(l) -
(5). 
For aluminum 2024-T4, G is approximately 28.6 GPa, v is 0.33, A~ is approximately 
109 GPa, b is of the order 3 nm, and both g and R are roughly 0.33. The dislocation 
density A = h-2 and the maximum value of h may be estimated from the trapping distance 
for dislocations at saturation given by 
(6) 
The dislocation density of PSB wall structure is assumed to be roughly twice that of the 
vein structure [17, 18]. In the present experiments the mean resolved shear stress 'ts is 
91.1 MPa and hmax is calculated from Eq.(30) to be 5.4 nm. An estimate of the minimum 
value of h is the dislocation dipole maximum annihilation distance. For copper the value is 
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estimated to be 1.6 nm [19, 20] and is likely to be a reasonable estimate for aluminum 
alloys as well. 
The most difficult parameters of Eq.(1) to assess are the volume fractions of the 
various dislocation arrangements (substructures) in the material. The authors are aware of 
no determination of these factors for aluminum 2024-T4 specimens fatigued according to 
the specifications of the presents experiments. However, recent studies [21] of fatigue of 
pure polycrystalline nickel under conditions somewhat similar to those of the present 
experiments for aluminum 2024-T4 suggest that a reasonable estimate of the volume 
fractions of vein structure and persistent slip band structure is of the order 0.3 and 0.1, 
respectively. 
The above measurements and estimates of the various parameters of Eq.(29) yield, 
according to the model, the prediction that the change in the nonlinearity parameter A~ 
resulting from fatigue of aluminum 2024-T4 under the conditions of the present 
experiments is in the range 
4.5 :5 A~ :5 44 . (7) 
The lower estimate of A~ corresponds to the assumptions of a purely Taylor-Nabarro lattice 
arrangement of the dislocations in the vein structure with hT-N = 21!2hmin and a PSB wall 
structure for which the nonlinearity parameter is estimated from the polarized Taylor-
Nabarro dislocation lattice model with hpT-N = hmin. The higher value of A~ corresponds 
to the assumptions of a purely polarized Taylor-Nabarro lattice arrangement of the 
dislocations in the vein structure with hpT-N = hmax and a PSB wall structure consisting 
purely of isolated dipoles with hdip = 2-1!2hmax. The experimental determination of A~ is 
in the range 
4.0 :5 A~ :5 17 . (8) 
for the three fatigued samples measured and is in very good agreement with the estimates of 
the theoretical model. 
CONCLUSION 
The general agreement between theory and experiment provides strong evidence that 
dislocation dipole arrangements are significant to the generation of acoustic second 
harmonics. Both theory and experiment show that the dislocation dipole contribution to the 
nonlinearity parameter can be substantially larger than that due to the anharmonicity of the 
crystalline lattice ~Iat when the dipole density is sufficiently large. A significant feature of 
the model is that isolated dipoles provide a contribution to the acoustic nonlinearity that is 
independent of residual or applied stresses. In more complicated dislocation arrangements, 
such as those found in the vein structure of fatigued metals, residual or applied stresses can 
alter the dislocation arrangements (e.g., transformation from a Taylor-Nabarro lattice to a 
polarized Taylor-Nabarro lattice) which in tum can lead to changes in the contribution to the 
nonlinearity parameter. Indeed, the spread in the theoretical range of A~ suggests that the 
acoustic nonlinearity is highly sensitive to the exact arrangement of the dislocations in the 
fatigue substructures and to the volume fraction of each substructure. The relationship 
between such substructures and acoustic nonlinearity measurements may provide the basis 
of a potentially useful methodology for the nondestructive evaluation of fatigue in metallic 
materials and is the subject of further investigation. 
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